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ABSTRACT
With the proliferation of multicore processors, there is an
urgent need for tools and methodologies supporting paral-
lelization of existing applications. In this paper we present a
novel tool for aiding programmers in parallelizing programs.
The tool, Embla, is based on the Valgrind framework, and
allows the user to discover the data dependences in a se-
quential program, thereby exposing opportunities for paral-
lelization. Embla performs a dynamic analysis, and records
dependences as they arise during program execution. It re-
ports an optimistic view of parallelizable sequences, and ig-
nores dependences that do not arise during execution. In
contrast to static analysis tools, which by necessity make
conservative approximation, Embla is able to find more par-
allelism in sequential programs, and relies on the program-
mer to transform the program in a correct manner. More-
over, since the tool instruments the machine code of the
program, it is largely language independent.

1. INTRODUCTION
Parallel programming is no longer optional. To enjoy contin-
ued performance gains with future generation multicore pro-
cessors, application developers must parallelize all software,
old and new [12, 9, 8, 13]. For scalable parallel performance,
program execution must be divided into large numbers of
independent tasks that can be scheduled on available cores
and hardware threads by runtime systems. For some classes
of programs, static analysis and automatic parallelization is
feasible [5], but with the current state-of-the-art, most soft-
ware requires manual parallelization. Our work aims to help
developers find the potential for parallelism in programs, in
particular by providing efficient tool support. In this paper,
we present a data dependence profiling approach to the par-
allelization problem, an efficient algorithm to project data
dependences onto relevant parts of the program code, and
its implementation, the tool Embla.

p();
q();
r();

spawn p();
q();
sync;
r();

Figure 1: Example of Fork/join parallelism.

We are interested in the following methodology for con-
structing parallel programs: Start from a sequential pro-
gram, identify independent parts of that program (here Em-
bla can be used) and rewrite the program to obtain parallel
executioon of the independent parts.

We will focus on parallelization by introducing fork-join
parallelism. The fork-join framework was first introduced
by Conway [3] and is used in many parallel programming
environments, including Cilk [1], the Java fork/join frame-
work [6], OpenMP [4], and Filaments [7].

Consider the program fragment in Figure 1 (left): Suppose
that the calls to p() and q() are independent, but that the
call to r() depends on the earlier calls. Then the call to p()

can be executed in parallel with the call to q(), as shown
to the right. Here we assume the availability of a construct
spawn to start the call in parallel and sync to wait for all
spawn’d activities to terminate (cf. [1]).

Embla can help programmers find independent parts of the
program code. The availability of such independent program
parts depends on the algorithms used and can be further lim-
ited by sequential programming artifacts, such as re-use of
variables and sequential book-keeping in an otherwise par-
allelizable algorithm. Data dependence information can po-
tentially help identify and remove such obstacles to parallel
execution, but this will not be further discussed here.

Parallelizing compilers mostly target loop parallelization based
on static data dependence analysis methods [5]. Such ana-
lyzers are by necessity conservative, and use approximations
that are always safe. Analyzing more general code, e.g., with
pointers, remains a major challenge and correctness is typ-
ically guaranteed only in the absence of bounds violations.
Consequently, it has proved difficult to parallelize programs
automatically, and most production codes are either written
in an explicitly parallel way or rely on speculative, run-time



1: #include <stdlib.h>

2: #include <stdio.h>

3:
4: static void inc(int *p)

5: {

6: *p=*p+1;

7: }

8:
9: int main(int argc, char **argv)

10: {

11: int *q=NULL,n=0;

12:
13: q = (int*) malloc( sizeof(int) );

14: inc(q);

15: inc(&n);

16: inc(q);

17: printf( "%d\n", *q+n );

18: q = (int*) malloc( sizeof(int) );

19: return q==NULL;

20: }
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Figure 2: Example program with dependence graph

parallelization techniques [10, 2].

In contrast, Embla observes the actual data dependences
that occur during program execution, projects them onto
relevant program parts, and interprets the lack of a runtime
data dependence as an indication that the program parts
involved are likely to be independent. Developers will be
responsible for selecting program inputs that generate rep-
resentative program executions with good coverage.

By construction, the methodology mentioned above pre-
serves the semantics and determinancy of the sequential pro-
gram under the assumption that all dependencies are found.
Should a dependence remain undetected, it might manifest
itself as a difference in behavior between the parallel and se-
quential versions of the program for some input. Given that
the sequential program is deterministic, rerunning it under
Embla with the offending input will yield the missing depen-
dence. Thus the programmining methodology supported by
Embla replaces the problem of finding synchronization er-
rors in the parallelized, nondeterministic, program with the
problem of finding all of the relevant dependencies in the
sequential program.

In addition to data dependences, Embla can be extended to
deal with I/O dependences that limit parallelism. Another
potential extension is to measure the potential speed im-
provement for parallelizing independent program parts and
produce a report with suggested program transforms that
will yield the maximum benefit. These extensions are both
future work. This paper presents the mechanism for collect-
ing runtime data dependence information.

2. USING EMBLA
To get a feeling for what dependence profiling is and what
Embla can do, let us turn to the (contrived) example pro-
gram in Figure 2, where we see, from left to right, line num-
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Figure 3: Part of the execution tree of Example 1,
edges are annotated with the line number of the
corresponding call.

bers, data dependence arrows and source lines.

A data dependence is a pair of references, not both reads, to
overlapping memory locations with no intervening write. We
will refer to these references as the endpoints of the depen-
dence. For instance, in the figure, there is an arrow from line
13 to line 14 corresponding to the assignment to q (the early
endpoint) followed by its use as an argument in inc(q) (the
late endpoint). Embla internally distinguishes between flow
(RAW), anti (WAR) and output (WAW) dependences, but
we do not make that distinction in this paper. Embla can be
instructed to show dependence types, which can be useful
for figuring out the reasons for individual dependences.

The endpoints of the dependence arrow discussed above are
parts of the code for main itself, but Embla also tracks ref-
erences made in function calls. For instance, there is a flow
dependence from line 14 to line 16 representing the write
in the first invocation of inc to the malloc’d area pointed
to by q and the subsequent read of the same location by a
later invocation of inc. These dependences are reported as
pertaining to main rather than inc, although the endpoints
are part of the latter function. But the importance of the
dependence is that, in main, the calls on line 14 and 16 can
not be made in parallel.

The dependence given with a dotted arrow (from line 13 to
line 18) is due to manipulation of administrative data struc-
tures by malloc. If taken at face value such dependences will
serialize all calls to malloc, but fortunately, the exact order
of memory allocations is not important. If the parallelized
version of the program uses a thread safe implementation
of malloc these dependences are irrelevant and can be ig-
nored. Embla maintains a suppression list, with functions
that behave in this way. Similarly, dependences arise due to
the manipulation of the call stack, which are also irrelevant
for parallelization.

3. THE DEPENDENCE ATTRIBUTION AL-
GORITHM

We are interested in dependences between program state-
ments, and in this section we discuss how to compute these
dependences efficiently from the instruction level dependences
directly observed by Embla.

3.1 The execution tree
Consider the instruction trace S where each element corre-
sponds to the execution of an instruction. From this trace



we can construct a tree where the leaves are events from S,
and each internal node is a call event followed by a sequence
of nodes and a return event. We call this tree T the execu-
tion tree of S. Each node corresponds to some execution of
a procedure body. Figure 3 shows part of the execution tree
of Figure 2 where we have omitted the leaves. The nodes
marked B, C, and D correspond to the three consecutive
calls to inc at lines 14–16 of main.

The transformations we target will execute siblings, subtrees
with the same parent, in parallel (in Figure 3, B, C and D are
siblings). Hence, we are interested in dependences between
siblings. These arise from the dependences in the instruction
trace; if M and N are siblings and there is an instruction
level dependence from an instruction in M to an instruction
in N we have a (tree) dependence between M and N and
we call M the source and N the target of the dependence.

In fact, each instruction level dependence yields exactly one
dependence between siblings in the execution tree since there
is only one node in the execution tree where the two events
fall in two distinct children (siblings of each other) that could
potentially be rearranged. We call that node the nearest
common ancestor (NCA) of the endpoints of the instruction
level dependence. Note that either or both of the children
could be a leaf, in which case the corresponding dependence
endpoint would be direct. For example, in Figure 3 the
dependence between the write in B and the read in D yields
only the tree dependence between the nodes B and D and
the NCA of B and D is A.

The dependence is then reported as a dependence between
the source lines associated with the source and target sub-
trees, respectively; in the example between lines 14 and 16
in main.

3.2 Computing dependences
Embla uses two main data structures: The trace pile, which
implements the execution tree, and the memory table which
maps addresses to tree nodes corresponding to the last write
and subsequent reads of that location. The trace pile con-
tains the part of the execution tree corresponding to the
part of the instruction trace that has been seen so far. For
each reference, we look up the data address in the memory
table. If the reference is a read, we use the previous write
to generate a flow dependence (RAW). If it is a write, we
use the previous write to construct an output dependence
(WAW) as well as all reads since that write to construct anti
dependences (WAR).

If there are several reads with no intervening write, a subse-
quent write (anti) depends on all of them. Since the reads
do not depend on each other, we need to keep track of all of
them in the memory table to generate the anti dependence
edges explicitly. When that write has been processed the
read list can be deallocated since the write depends on all of
the reads and all subsequent references depend on the write.

The trace pile contains the nodes of the execution tree in
the same order as in the instruction trace. For each node
n, n.line is the source line associated with the instruc-
tion (leaf) or procedure call (internal) corresponding to n,
n.parent is the parent node in the execution tree and, if n

DependenceEdge( oldEvent, currEvent ) {
oldLine = oldEvent.line;
ncaNode = oldEvent.node;
while( ncaNode is not on stack ) {

oldLine = ncaNode.line;
ncaNode = ncaNode.parent;

}
if( ncaNode != currEvent.node )

currLine = ncaNode.next.line;
else

currLine = currEvent.line;
return ( oldLine, currLine );

}

Figure 4: Constructing the dependence edge from
the events corresponding to a previous and a new
reference

is on the path between the root node of the tree and the
most recent event (leaf node), n.next is the last child of n
(the node one step closer to the most recent one along that
path), so n.next.parent = n. This path corresponds to the
call stack; n.next is the stack frame on top of n.

For each instruction level dependence found using the mem-
ory table, a source level dependence is computed using the
algorithm in Figure 4. Here we have made use of the fact
that the NCA must be part of the path from the late in-
struction level endpoint to the root node in the execution
tree. Thus we can search from the early endpoint towards
the root; the first node on the stack is the NCA.

Path compression can be used to decrease the number of
iterations of the while loop. Every node n that is visited but
is not on the stack can have its parent field set to its closest
ancestor on the stack. We conjecture that this reduces the
complexity of the algorithm to essentially constant time.

We can do better than path compression by compacting the
trace pile. Once a procedure call has returned, we will not
distinguish between different events in the subtree corre-
sponding to its (completed) execution. They will all be rep-
resented by the root node of the subtree. We periodically
compact the trace pile, replacing subtrees corresponding to
completed calls by their root nodes. Since the memory table
contains pointers into the trace pile, compaction entails for-
warding these pointers to the root nodes of the compacted
subtrees. After compaction, the trace pile contains the tree
nodes corresponding to the stack and their immediate chil-
dren, with non-leaf subtrees abridged to just the call and
return events.

After forwarding, pointers to previously distinct events in
the same read list now may point at the same tree nodes.
In this case it is unnecessary to represent more than one
copy of each pointer, thus compacting the read lists. This
optimization is crucial in practice.

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND PRELIMINARY
EXPERIMENTS



No RLC RLC
Prog #L #sD #iD RSz T #iD RSz T
ex 17 15 3.7K 12K 0.8 3.7K 12K 0.8
fib 22 7 32M 14K 6.7 32M 14K 6.9
qs 79 83 82M 39M 24.7 82M 35M 22.7
mpeg 6053 3330 3.3G 2.0G 2355 3.2G 109M 847

RLC: Read List Compaction, #L: #non blank source lines,
#sD: #source dependences, #iD: #instruction leve depen-
dences, RSz: max bytes for read lists, T: run time (s)

Table 1: Some experimental results

Embla is based on instrumented execution of binary code.
Although our examples of profiling output use a high level
language (C), the profiling itself is on the instruction level,
followed by mapping the information to the source level us-
ing debugging information in the standard way.

Embla uses the Valgrind instrumentation infrastructure, so
there is no offline code rewriting; the Embla tool behaves
like an emulator of the hardware.

We have run some preliminary experiments to verify that
the tool performs as expected. Some results are reported in
Table 1. The programs are ex, our example from Figure 2,
fib, a recursive Fibonnaci implementation, qs, a recursive
quicksort implementation and mpeg, an MPeg encoder [11]
encoding 10 frames.

It is interesting to see that read list compaction has a very
different effect on different programs depending on the fre-
quency of long sequences of reads from the same location
(the RSz columns), ranging from no difference for ex and
fib to a 20x difference for mpeg. We also see that the num-
ber of instruction level dependences (the #iD columns) are
affected since the read lists are shorter when a write oc-
curs following compaction (however, the eliminated read list
items would have yielded no new source level dependences).

We note that Embla finds the expected independence of
the recursive calls in the recursive divide-and-conquer pro-
grams qs and fib although qs is an in-place version coded
with pointers and pointer arithmetic, something that is well
known to be difficult to deal with for static analyzers. We
have also done naive hand parallelization of these programs
according to the information yielded by Embla and obtained
the expected good speedup.

5. CONCLUSION
We have presented Embla, a data dependence profiling tool,
discussed the main issues and the algorithms used to resolve
them. We argue that data dependence profiling is a useful
and practical complement to static analysis for paralleliza-
tion of new and legacy code. Finally, we have reported on a
few initial experiments with Embla.

In the future we plan extensions and refinements of Embla
as well as the application to real legacy code. We also look
forward to doing more parallelization experiments using par-
allel environments such as OpenMP.
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